ACP

131 (B)

DECODE
SIGNAL

ZGA

ANSWER. ADVICE OR

QUESTION

What is my call sign for use
on this circuit only?

ORDER

Your call sign for use on this circuit
only is...

Send (answer)...(1. In alphabetical

ZGB

sequency of call signs.

Each station

to make its call signs once (or...

times); 2. In the following sequency
of call signs).
Station to station receipts are not
required for this FLASH message

ZGC

(authorization for use must be pre

J^\

scribed by authorities controlling

networks/systems).
Two stations are using the same indef

ZGD

inite call sign on...kHz (or MHz).

Both

stations are to select different call

signs.

Send your call sign(s) once (or....

ZGE

times) on this frequency (or on...kHz
(or MHz)).
Make call signs more distinctly.

ZGF

ZGG

What is call sign of...

Call sign of...is...(1. Friendly
striking force aircraft; 2. Friendly
shadowing aircraft; 3. Incoming vessel;

(1. Friendly striking force
aircraft; 2. Friendly shad
owing aircraft; 3. Incoming

4. Senior officer present afloat (or

vessel; 4. Senior officer

Officer in tactical command); 5. Ship

present afloat (or Officer in

acting as flagship for...).

tactical command); 5. Ship
acting as flagship for...)?
ZGH

I am using this transmitter to answer

calls on two or more frequencies.
Answer to calls may be delayed.

^N

ZGI

ZGJ

|^\

I am or have been (or...is or has been)
calling you (on...kHz (or MHz)).
When will you call me again

I will call you again as soon as possible

on present frequency (or on...

(or at...) on present frequency (or on...

kHz (or MHz))?

kHz (or MHz)).

2B-19

CHANGE NO.

5

ACP 131 (B)

DECODE
SIGNAL

ZGK

QUESTION

s^^k

ANSWER. ADVICE OR ORDER

When shall I call you again on Call me again at...on present fre
present frequency (or on...
kHz (or MHz))?

quency (or on...kHz (or MHz)).

ZGL

...will answer calls for me (or for...)

ZGM

Did you (or...) hear,
(at...)?

I have (or...has) been unable to com
municate with...(since...).

ZGN

When was I (or...) last heard?

Nothing heard from you (or...)
(since...)

ZGO

What is my number and sequence

Your number is... Answer after number.

in answering?

^%

(Numbers to be separated by separative
sign).

ZGP

Answer calls for me on present fre

quency (or on...kHz (or MHz)).
ZGQ

^%
ZGR
+

ZGS

ZGT

ZGU

ZGV

^%

2B-20

CHANGE NO. 5

ACP 131(B)
DECODE

SIGNAL

QUESTION

ANSWER. ADVICE OR ORDER

ZGW

ZGX

ZGY

ZGZ

ZHA

Shall I decrease fre

Decrease frequency very slightly

quency very slightly

(or,..kHz) to clear interference.

(or.,.kHz) to clear
interference?

ZHB

Shall I increase fre

Increase frequency very slightly

quency very slightly

(or.o.kHz) to clear interference.

(or...kHz) to clear
interference?

/0^\
ZHC

ZHD

ZHE

ZHF

ZHG

ZHH

2B-21
CHANGE NO.

1

ACP 131(B)
DECODE

SIGNAL
ZHI

QUESTION

ANSWER.

ADVICE OR ORDER

ZHJ

ZHK

ZHL

ZHM

ZHN

Your automatic transmissions are

How do you receive my

..,(1. Good; 2. Fair; 3. Unread

automatic transmission?

able ).

ZHO

My speed of automatic transmission
in.,.(l. Revolutions per minutes;
2. Words per minute; 3. Bauds) is

What is your speed of
automatic transmission

in...(l. Revolutions per
minute; 2. Words per.

•

•

/^**\

•

minute; 3. Bauds ).
ZHP

Automatic reception is prevented
by...

What is preventing
automatic reception?

Please listen for me on..okHz (or

ZHQ,

MHz) and transmit to me on...kHz
(or MHz).
ZHR

Your speed of automatic trans
mission is...(l. Fast; 2. Slow;

Is my speed of automatic
transmission correct?

3. Erratic; 4, Correct).
ZHS

ZHT

2B-22

/-^k
CHANGE NO. 1

ACP 131(B)
DECODE

QUESTION

SIGNAL

ANSWER. ADVICE OR ORDER

ZHU

ZHV

ZHW

ZHX

ZHV

ZHZ

i'

2B-23

CHANGE NO.

1

(Reverse Blank)

